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Pro-Israel lobby flying high but may face trouble ahead
Mark Habeeb

Washington

O

ne traditional certainty
of US politics is that
virtually every politician — regardless of
party affiliation, state of
residence, religion, age, race or any
other factor — voices unwavering
support for Israel. Congressional
votes in support of Israel regularly
win by lopsided margins with only
a small handful of dissenters.
The reasons behind US support
of Israel are complex. The power
of the pro-Israel lobby, manifest in
the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC), is certainly a
factor. Any politicians who dare to
challenge Israeli policy are likely to
see campaign contributions flow
into their opponents’ bank accounts. The safest political move
is to adopt the positions of the proIsrael lobby and not risk entering
its cross hairs.
To ascribe US support for Israel
to only money and lobbying power is overly simplistic. During the
Cold War, Israel wisely positioned
itself as the US ally in a region that
featured many Soviet clients, including Syria, Iraq, the Palestinian Liberation Organisation, Egypt
(until 1974) and Algeria. Americans genuinely believed that Israel
shared the US values of democracy
and free enterprise. Israel’s mostly Ashkenazi leadership looked,
dressed and talked like Westerners.

To ascribe US
support for Israel to
only money and
lobbying power is
overly simplistic.
More deeply, even subconsciously, Americans identified with what
was euphemistically called Israel’s
“pioneering spirit” — another term
for “settler colonialism.” As the
world’s most prominent and successful settler colonial country, the
United States shares a certain affinity with Israel.

In the 1980s, Israel discovered
a powerful new ally: Evangelical
Christians, many of whom say the
second coming of Christ will not
occur until Israel is re-established
and all the world’s Jews live there.
Evangelicals also embrace the
“Abrahamic Covenant,” the belief
that God gave the land of Canaan
to the Jewish people.

The strongest
criticism of Israel in
the US is among
those aged 18-34.
For some, it is simply a reflection
of Islamophobia: They view Jews
as being much closer to Christians,
potentially convertible and — since
9/11 — on the front lines against
terrorism.
Israel’s continued strong support is reflected in countless ways.
In late 2016, US President Barack
Obama, who was not seen by Israel
as a friend, reached an agreement
to provide Israel with nearly $40
billion in advanced weaponry over
ten years. During heated debate
over the Iran nuclear deal, the US
congressional leadership invited
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu to address a joint session of Congress.
Never before had the leader of
a foreign country been invited to
openly criticise a US president before Congress and it is hard to imagine any other foreign leader who
would be given that honour.
Perhaps most glaring is the fact
that, despite the Obama administration’s opposition, Israel brazenly continued its policy of settlement building while sabotaging
the peace process with the Palestinians. It did this without risk of
sanctions or punishment.
These victories by Israel and its
US lobby conceal a growing erosion
in support by the US public and, significantly, young American Jews.
Israel has increasingly become a
partisan issue in US politics: Republicans are far more likely to offer Israel the blind support it is accustomed to receiving while more
Democrats challenge its policies.

Traditional cloud. Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer speaks at the 2017 American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC) Policy Conference, on March 28. 			
(AP)
A poll conducted in October
2016 by the University of Maryland’s Shibley Telhami indicated
that 65% of Democrats asked said
they supported a UN resolution
condemning Israeli settlement
building and only 16% of Republican respondents said they backed
it. More startling, the same poll
showed that 60% of Democratic
respondents supported imposing
sanctions on Israel for its settlement building.
The strongest criticism of Israel was among those aged 18-34,
which is the demographic that
was most supportive of US Senator Bernie Sanders’s campaign for
the Democratic Party’s presidential nomination last year. Sanders,
who is Jewish, ran perhaps the
most pro-Palestinian campaign in

US history and refused to speak at
AIPAC’s candidates’ forum in 2016.
The Sanders wing of the Democratic Party remains strong — even
more so after Hillary Clinton’s defeat — and many of his supporters
are young American Jews. Unlike
their parents and grandparents,
they do not see Israel as an endangered country surrounded by enemies. They also are more likely to
support civil rights causes such as
Black Lives Matter and the struggles of American Indians and they
see the connection with the Palestinians’ plight.
US university campuses have
become a battleground in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict with student groups demanding that their
schools participate in the Boycott,
Divest and Sanction (BDS) move-

ment against Israel. One of the
most active of such groups is Jewish Voices for Peace (JVP); another
group, Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP), is a student coalition
of Jews, Arabs and others.
An aeroplane that loses its engines will continue to fly for some
time but eventually it will lose altitude. The Israel lobby is flying high
and, from the ground, all appears
normal. But it is losing its engines.
The most vital question is: Will the
plane come down to Earth before
Israel’s actions have made peace
impossible?
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ith an unexpected new
election in
Europe
scheduled for
just one month
after the French presidential
election run-off, the United
Kingdom’s snap election on June
8 will almost certainly be
dominated by the same focus on
immigration.
Last year there were Brexit and
Donald Trump’s election. This
year there are elections in
France, Britain and Germany. In
all these campaigns the main
tension is between a vision for an
open globalised society and a
reactionary neo-nativism from
those that vision has left behind.
To put it another way: The issue
is immigration.
For many, immigrants ultimately contribute more than
they cost. From financial contributions to the economy in terms
of taxes and employment to
cultural contributions, immigrants play an overall positive
role in society. In Britain, for
example, immigration is vital to
the running of the National
Health Service and agriculture,
add to that the influence post-

The increase in hate crimes will
lead to feelings of
disillusionment and isolation
for immigrant communities.

colonial migrants have had on
British culture, whether cooking,
literature or music.
For many others, however,
immigrants are convenient
scapegoats to explain austerity
and lacklustre health care,
employment and housing
prospects. There are also those
who tie immigration to crime and
terrorism and decry the cost
immigration has on national
identity.
Stoking fears about “the other”
has always been an easy way for
politicians to win votes. It
worked for Brexit and Trump. It
could work in European elections. But when will Europe’s
right-wing politicians learn from
the mistakes of the continent’s
past?
National Front leader Marine
Le Pen has promised, if she is
voted president, a referendum on
France’s membership of the
European Union, citing exasperation with unfettered immigration. “My first measure as
president will be to reinstate
France’s borders,” she told a
crowd of cheering fans in Paris
less than one week before the
elections.
A few days later, an Islamic
State-inspired terrorist opened
fire on police in Paris’s ChampsÉlysées, killing one and wounding two others. Le Pen responded
by calling for the government to
“immediately” take control of its
borders and expel foreigners on

its intelligence watch list. The
attacker was a French national.
While explaining her decision
to call for a snap election, British
Prime Minister Theresa May said
the elections would promote
unity at a time when “division in
Westminster will risk our ability
to make a success of Brexit.” As
for what a successful Brexit
means, she outlined it meant the
British regaining control of “our
own money, our own laws and
our own borders.”
Where will all this ultimately
lead?
This is a trend that could lead
to the breakup of the European
Union. If Frexit were to follow on
the heels of Brexit, that would be
an ignoble end of this ambitious
political and economic union.

For many,
immigrants
ultimately
contribute
more than
they cost.

Fuelling the narrative. French soldiers stand
guard near the Champs- Elysées in Paris after a
shooting, on April 20.
(AFP)

The European Union traces its
history to the end of the second
world war and the idea that
European integration was
necessary as a bulwark against
the extreme xenophobia and
nationalism that defined that era.
For the European Union to be
destroyed in a new wave of
xenophobia and nationalism is
particularly disappointing and
worrying.
This is a trend that has led to
increased reports of hate speech
and hate crime in Britain,
particularly targeting Muslims.
Hate crimes targeting Jews and
Muslims in France are also on the
rise.
The increase in hate crimes will
lead to feelings of disillusionment and isolation for the
continent’s immigrant communities, fuelling a vicious cycle of
blame and counter-blame.
Most dangerously, impressionable young Muslims who find
themselves disillusioned and
questioning their own identity
are easy prey for extremist
preachers and terrorist recruiters.
This is a trend, in short, that
will lead to greater division and
fragmentation. In 2017, when the
world is experiencing exceptional armed conflicts and global
tensions and the greatest number
of displaced people since the
second world war, more division
and fragmentation is the last
thing we need.

